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Small-scale aquaculture farmers 
in Asia

- is there a future?is there a future?

Michael J. Phillips
Aquaculture and Genetic Improvement
WorldFish Center
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Small-scale aquaculture farmers in Asia:

Characterized by:
Small land and water area
Family scale enterprise or subsistence
Family labor
Family land 
Vulnerability

They are:
>80% of an estimated 12 million aquaculture farmers in Asia?

(although data are limited)
Significant contributors to production in many countries
Significant contributors to global farmed fish supply
Important for rural development
Important for environmental sustainability
Highly innovative
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Small-scale agriculture farms particularly important in Asia
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The pattern is reflected in many Asian aquaculture sectors
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It is a time of unprecedented sector growth, projected to continue 
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Demand and growth in the aquaculture sector should offer 
considerable opportunities for poverty reduction in rural areas

Production
Supply chain from hatchery to consumer
Services
Food availability
Farm diversification
etc

Is the best being made of these opportunities?

Surprisingly, many small-scale aquaculture farmers in Asia face p g y, y q
increasing difficulties. Amongst others:

Decline in price of some major aquaculture commodities
Increasing production costs
Changing business structures for aquaculture 
Rise of the supermarkets
Risk management strategies of larger traders and buyers actively
driving against small-scale farmers

easier for big buyers to deal with big farms with large product 
volumes
small quantities of product are inconvenient to larger buyers

Market access requirements for certification, traceability and food 
safety quality assurance
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The contribution of small-farms to overall production is declining 
in some countries: an example from Thailand’s shrimp industry 
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Capacity to adapt to market and other drivers constrained 
by special features of the small-scale aquaculture sector

Access to services – for finance, market 
information, technical knowledge

Institutional and policy orientation of 
government and business away fromgovernment and business away from 
small-scale farmers

Policy orientation often focused on 
production and not equitable growth or 
poverty reduction

Poor sector governance increases 
vulnerability of poorer producers
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Recent debates on certification and 
small-scale aquaculture farmers further 
highlight some of the concerns:

No certification scheme engages the small-scale 
sector
No “Fair Trade” scheme to date
Small size and large numbers of farmers
Farms may not be formally registered
Costs - small volumes and value of product from 
individual farms may not cover the costs of 
certification
Low or no market incentives
Complex marketing channels make trace-ability 
difficult

Middlemen or direct to a local market
Trader-credit relations

Complex reporting and record keeping requirements
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International markets for 
aquaculture products are a 
particular difficulty for small 
farmers

Small-scale shrimp producers in many Asian 
countries 
Freshwater prawns in Bangladesh another 
emerging example with serious social implications

D ti k t i A i ti fDomestic markets in Asia – an option for 
adaptation – are not immune. They are 
becoming and will become more difficult 
in many Asian countries

Supermarket growth in 
Thailand, China, Indonesia..
“Low value” commodities such as tilapia, carps
Supermarkets thrive in growing economies and will 
continue to penetrate markets throughout Asia
Multi-country supply chains
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Does it matter?  Present trends may be 
delivering more farmed fish to more people 
than ever before?

Yes, it does matter, because small-scale 
farming is considered by many still central to 
rural development and rural poverty alleviation 
in many Asian countries.

“the case for smallholder development as one of p
the main ways to reduce poverty remains 
compelling..” (IPFRI, 2007)

In our proposed Asia program countries –
Bangladesh, Cambodia and the Philippines –
certainly.

Yes, or no, what are the implications?
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Are there are ways for small-scale aquaculture 
farmers to participate in modern markets?

Recent experiences show 
positive pro-small-scale 
farmer action can result infarmer action can result in 
positive outcomes

Some common features are 
emerging
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First, an example from India - MPEDA

Project Objectives

Improve shrimp farm production and quality
Assist farmers to organize  self help groups 

Outcomes by 2008:y

Improved farm outputs >3300 farmers
>2,200 tonnes of shrimp (US$15 million)
>150 farmer “societies” formally registered
Emerging connections to markets
Policy change and government investment

• Extensive farming system

– Avg. Production: 250 
kg/ha/crop

• Alternate cropping –
shrimp, rice, other crops

• Farm areas < 2ha, and 
one‐two ponds
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Farm level management - “BMPs”
– simple farm technology/management improvements

1. Good pond preparation
2. Good quality seed selection
3. Water quality management
4. Feed management
5. Health monitoring/Biosecurity
6 P d b tt it i6. Pond bottom monitoring
7. Disease management
8. Better Harvest and post-harvest Practices
9. Record maintenance/Traceability
10. Environmental awareness

Farmer societiesFarmer societies
Farmer organisations 
working around coastal/delta 
creek “clusters”
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The experience demonstrated 
considerable benefits of working together 
in farmer groups

Weekly meetings
o Information sharing promoted BMPs and 

reduced crop disease risks
o Bargaining power led to lower prices 

buying farm inputs – feed and seed

Stocking at same time

Co-operation In creating 
common facilities

o Increased co-operation led to 
improvements in shared common facilities 
(eg deepening inlets, drains etc)

o Provided a stronger basis for partnerships 
with government and business sector 
(suppliers, buyers, banks). 

o Volume of product and image of 
“responsible” producers created more 
buyer interest.
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Reduced Disease Risks                                 Improved profitability

Year BMP 
ponds

Non 
BMP

+

2003 82% 89% + 7%

2004 37% 52% +20%

Improved productivity and reduced disease related losses 
through technology improvement - BMP

2005 15% 42% +27%

2006 17% 44% +27%
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2003
Village level 
extension

1 Village

1 Aquaclub 

58 farmers

108 ponds

58 Ha

22 tonnes

2004
Creek level 
extension

6 Villages

7 Aquaclubs 

130 farmers

254 ponds

173 Ha

40 tonnes

2002
Farm level 
demonstra
tion

5 farmers

10 ponds

7 Ha

4 tonnes

BMPs GU

2005
State level 
expansion

3 States

19 Aquaclubs 

736 farmers

1187 ponds

663 Ha

672 tonnes

GUTN

2006
5 States

28 Aquaclubs 

730 farmers

1370 ponds

813 Ha

870 t

2007-08
5 Coastal 
states
215 Societies 
5455 farmers

6788 ha

2008-09
5 Coastal 
states
251 Societies 
6486 farmers

8200 ha
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Promoting cooperation among stakeholdersPromoting cooperation among stakeholders

Input 
suppliers

Financial 
Institutes

Dev. 
Agencies

Research 
Institutes NGOsFarmer SocietyInstitutes

Importers/
Retailers Processors/

Exporters

NGOs

Standard
Developers

y
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Next steps in India

Building market links in Europe and US

Fair Trade pilot project

Continuing to share the model in India (and most 
recently in Indonesia, and  Bangladesh)

Continue to encourage policy change in 
aquaculture sector towards farmer organization 
– MPEDA, NFDB

Grow business connections between small-scale 
farmer groups and markets – working together to 
address barriers

Build business case for services and investing in 
market access for small-farmers
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These – and other – experiences suggest that pro-
small-scale farmer approaches can achieve 
positive change. 

Even so, can such pilot successes be scaled up?

Can the big food security challenges – an 
additional 27 million tonnes from aquaculture by 
2030 - be met through the small-scale sector?

Can private and public investment deliver the 
change needed?

There are some key factors for success, and also 
some significant research questions
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1) The small-scale aquaculture sector is generally 
recognized, but we need to know more about structure 
and its social, economic and environmental importance

Aquaculture
“big numbers”?g

Raise the profile
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2) “Improving technologies” for efficient and competitive 
farming

Key elements of success in India 
– and elsewhere – continue to 
demonstrate the importance of 
improving technology and yields:

Access to quality inputs
Better management of inputs

Recognize that technology can 
only deliver change in the right 
context:

Knowledge and skills
Markets and services
Institutions and policy
Investment
Risk levels
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3) We need to address questions of human development 
impact around “options” for aquaculture growth

More production?
1 million tonnes from 1,000 medium or large 
enterprises (eg Mekong catfish?)

More farmers?
1 million tonnes from 1,000,000 small-scale 
farmers (enterprises)farmers (enterprises)

Combination of both?
Consider

Efficiencies of scale?
Return on investments required?
Equity of development?
Environmental impacts?
Supply chain participation and beneficiaries

What are the conditions for success?
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4) Building farmer-oriented institutions for delivering 
services and inputs

Farmers working together in formal/informal 
groups show promise, but who will take the 
initiative?
What are the incentives for 
government, business, NGOs to engage?

There can be a strong business case - IndiaThere can be a strong business case India 
investments in 2006 delivered US$2 million 
additional profit from $80,000 in technical servicing

Private-public partnerships?
National research, extension and education 
systems oriented towards the small-scale 
sector and innovation
Modern IT/communication systems?Modern IT/communication systems?
Need for institutional experiments/ 
experience
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5) Aquaculture and ecosystems – understand environmental 
values of small-scale farming and aquaculture

Small-scale farm ponds are about 
more than fish.. value can be 
added through the benefits 
provided for:

Human health
BiodiversityBiodiversity
Water storage
Resilient livelihoods

Farm to landscape levels
Climate change and small-farms

Ponds
Rice
Landscape and global impacts?
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Better understanding is required of the “environmental case” for 
supporting improved management and development of small-scale 
aquaculture, and how to capture those values (carbon credits?):

Small-scale farms collectively cover large areas of coastal and inland land – and use 
significant resources at a landscape scale
Increasing recognition of the importance of small-scale farms in the climate change 
mitigation and adaptation agenda – what is the role of aquaculture?
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7) Develop and promote business oriented solutions 
for the small-scale aquaculture sector

Business incentives and investments 
essential for growth of small-scale 
aquaculture sector, beyond subsistence level

Opportunities for private investment to 
support millions of small-scale farmers?:

Micro-finance services
Technical and marketing servicesTechnical and marketing services
Information services
Input packaging and delivery

“Corporate social responsibility” initiatives 
promoted in the small-scale aquaculture 
sector, particularly among larger domestic 
and international buyers currently driving 
against small-scale suppliers 

Considerable research opportunities for 
development of business solutions
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6) Marketing systems
Beyond subsistence, some degree of Beyond subsistence, some degree of 
understanding of markets and organized understanding of markets and organized 
marketing is important for successful smallmarketing is important for successful small--
scale aquaculture. scale aquaculture. Key points relate to:

Promotion of domestic and international 
market chain partnerships
Promoting the concept of more socially 

ibl f d itresponsible seafood consumer community
Market information tools for small-scale 
farmers
Better understanding of domestic and Better understanding of domestic and 
regional demands regional demands vsvs international marketsinternational markets
Exploring value added opportunities
Addressing price variability (Fair Trade price 
structures?)?
Role of niche markets (Fair Trade?)
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Informed choices concerning 
equitable development options
Features of small-scale farmer 
oriented policy

• Supporting farmer group formation

7) Government policy and investments better reflecting 
the requirements for the small-scale sector

• Technical and marketing services for 
small-scale aquaculture producers

• Market access for small-scale 
producers

• Information services for rural farmers
• Access to financial services
• Incentives for private investment in 

small-scale aquaculture production 
and services

• [Rural infrastructure]
Social ”safety nets” and 
alternatives for most vulnerable
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Development Challenge for 
Sustainable Aquaculture

We define SA as aquaculture that:

provides food, nutrition and 
economic opportunity for those 
who most need it

We define SA as aquaculture that:

provides food, nutrition and 
economic opportunity for those 
who most need itwho most need it

uses ecosystem services wisely and 
efficiently, avoiding the 
accumulation of environmental 
problems for the future

is integrated into national 
economies in ways that maximize 
its development impact

who most need it

uses ecosystem services wisely and 
efficiently, avoiding the 
accumulation of environmental 
problems for the future

is integrated into national 
economies in ways that maximize 
its development impact
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Our research to support achievement of this 
Development Challenge….

Integrated, multi-disciplinary approach 
to address the various questions 
around small-scale aquaculture, or 
informed development solutions for 
other options

Partnerships

Recent program country approach 
provides further opportunities for an 
integrated approach to impact

Considerable research needs at 
country and international levels
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So, is there a future for small-scale 
aquaculture in Asia?

Yes, but many challenges remain if this important 
sector can continue to make contributions to 
reduction of hunger and poverty

The crucial role of small-scale aquaculture 
farmers in aquaculture production and trade 
should be recognized and the profile raisedg p

Pro small-scale policy and investment is essential 
from public and private sectors to deliver 
equitable development outcomes.

There are also many opportunities for research 
to address challenges and deliver solutions to 
the constraints and opportunities for the sector
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Thank you for your attention


